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Basic Concepts

How Conflicts Arise And How To Resolve Them

The Attorney Client Privilege And In House Counsel

A Few Other Things (Related Issues)
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Basic Concepts

� The Texas (in this case) Disciplinary Rules of Professional Conduct apply to

in house counsel

� Problems arise (conflicts and privilege) because of uncertainty as to the

identities of your clients

� What you are doing (not who you are or what your title is) determines

your role and obligations

� Your clients probably do not understand your role with any degree of

sophistication

� It is your duty explain your role
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Fundamental Obligations

It’s the end of the day on Friday when a demand letter arrives on your

desk. You are late to get to a school event and have been working

hard to clear your desk before the week long trip that starts

tomorrow. The letter threatens a large claim against the company

and individual executives. Because you don’t have to respond for a

few weeks you leave it to deal with when you return. While you are

gone, executives and others delete and destroy key documents.

Do you have a problem?

Does it matter if the documents were deleted as part of a standard

document retention program?
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